
#1- Marqueze Coleman - Turned down USC, UCLA and Pepperdine (ya know, the one in the mid-
dle of Malibu) to join the Wolfpack, most likely citing that one of his favorite hobbies is “being bored.” 
Not sure of his likes and dislikes but we do know he sure does love him some Marqueze. Did you know 
he hit a game winning bucket against UNLV recently? Don’t worry, you’ll know once you get a look at 
it being his new Twitter photo and 48 retweets (seriously, we counted twice). White board owners: be 
prepared for some “Retweet THIS” action at some point. 

#2- Tyron Criswell - Goes by “TC” just in case you better want to get his attention. Coming to us 
from the “Mean Streets” of Omaha, Nebraska. You know this because he commonly retweets “Mean 
Streets Omaha” who frequently notes the number of city homicides. Who knew corn had street cred? 

#3- AJ West - We can’t really dawg in this guy. I mean, he has a fan twitter dedicated to him @
ajwest2016. Who can deny that level of prominence? Okay, okay. It’s actually just his mom (not even a 
little kidding). How about some “Momma’s Boy” chants?

#5- Kaileb Rodriguez - Dad plays professional racquetball, which is just like saying he “plays 
racquetball sometimes.” His favorite actor is Charlie Day from “It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia” so 
be sure to have those “Rock, Flag and Eagle” chants polished. 

#10- Stelios Papafloratos - Still Greek. Still sucks. Highest statistical average is .6 … TURN-
OVERS. 

#11- Patrick Conroy - Dude straight up looks like someone named Patrick Conroy (by this we 

mean “wavy blonde hair and douchey”). Hero is Steph Curry, which is hilarious when you learn he 
clanked his one singular three point attempt all year. He also follows our own Jojo McGlaston on twit-
ter, which one could assume he would totally hate it if we remind how much better Jojo is at basketball 
than him. Wouldn’t that just be so rude?

#20- Robyn Missa- A German who plays basketball. -This one is for you Kraig.
#23Michael Perez - Tied with the team lead in average steals… with one. One a game. Michael 

“Nugget” Thomas from “Backyard Baseball” could probably dribble drive this crew. Thanks for 
coming.

#33- Ronnie Stevens Jr. - Says his hero is Shaq, which is probably why he plays center. A really 
good reason why he shouldn’t play center? He’s 6’8”. Just because it would make us soooo happy can 
we please get a “Kazaam” chant at some point? We’d even consider getting Aggie Ice Cream for all 
of you.

#34- Lucas Stivrins - Here’s all we have to say. Dude has dual citizenship and he CHOSE England 
to play on their national team. The son of a Brit is a redcoat. He’s the enemy. Any level of British 
related chants (“Fish and chips,” “reeed-coat,” “spotted dick,” etc.) is welcome. With his 2.5 points a 
game, however any level of impact he may have on tonight’s game would certainly be a “shot heard 
‘round the world.”

Before we begin, lets get something 
absolutely clear. We are abundantly aware of 
the “no repeaters” rule. Inductees of the past 
have no place on this year’s list. We under-
stand. But that doesn’t mean we can’t make 
stern note that 2014 BANT Inductee Stelios 
Papafloratos is still a member of this team. 
Don’t let his absence on this list fool you. His 
name is still entirely absurd and we encour-
age every derivative of his name from your 
mouth to his ears from buzzer to buzzer. Nev-
er forgive, never forget. Got it? Sweet. Now, 
lets move on. Your BANT: Nevada Edition.

HONORABLE MENTION:
Marqueze Coleman (second year as an 

HM, meaning his last name is normal enough 
not to stand out but first name is still weird 
enough to leave you queze-y...get it?), Tyron 
Criswell (Averages more than half of a reg-
ulation game and less than ten points, so let’s 
be honest, it won’t be hard to make sure his 
game is TyrOFF tonight.), Lucas Stivrins (a 
whole year has gone by and it’s still impos-
sible to notice his name actually has vowels 
after first glance. Old habits die hard).

BANT INDUCTEES
Kaileb Rodriquez - Look, lets just ignore 

the fact that his first name has no honest 
right to be in partnership with “Rodriguez,” 
and that such an observation can be made 
well before one even inquires how any level 
of parent ignores the traditional spelling 
of C-A-L-E-B and sees to it they gather the 
most surfer-burnout-meets-Southern-Utah-
15-seater-van spelling of all time. Ignore all 
that and...actually...come to think of it, that’s 
everything. Your name sucks, dude.

Robyn Missa - Really quick, you notice his 
first name has a Y in it, right? Okay, cool. No 
need to go further there. Now for the real treat 
with the Berlin native. Two things you need to 
keep in mind: 1 - He shoots roughly 51% from 
the line and 2 - his name sounds an awwwful 
lot like “Miss It.” Some of you are already 
ahead of us, but to put it short, PRAY THIS KID 
GETS TO THE FREE THROW LINE ALL NIGHT. 
If we don’t hear at least a dozen “YOU! WILL! 
MISS-! -A!” chants by the final bell this isn’t 
the America we were raised in. When you 
gotta gold mine you gotta cash in.

We’re looking for writers and editors 
to continue this  as we graduate. Send 
us a message on Twitter or email us at 
USUBangarang@gmail.com.

Twitter: @USUBangarang
Find us on Facebook and Instagram too!

(13-10)

Here’s the deal, we need one more month out of you guys. 
That’s all we’re asking. It’s been a roller coaster of a season so far. A myriad of highs, lows and anticipating 

goodbyes. Many of you have drug the long path with us and many of you are new to the fold after David Collette 
made Boise, Idaho his bitch. If you’re here now it certainly isn’t for a lack of effort. We know it can get exhausting, 
but we’re asking for all you have from now until March 7. Then you can enjoy all of your Instagram-laden spring 
break, get “swoll” (whatever that means) at your nearest Planet Fitness, focus on some midterms and take a 
well-needed rest until Spring football makes an appearance or two. 

We don’t mean to plead. But, the truth is, we have to. It’s the final month of the Stew Morrill era. And this final 
road starts with an opponent on the cover of many an Aggie memory. 

Lets just quickly compile a short list of instances when the Nevada Wolfpack was a cast member in some of 
the more inspiring stories Aggie athletics have ever told:

Mar. 1, 2007 - Jaycee Carroll, Chaz Spicer and company take down the national Top 10 Wolfpack 79-77 in an 
overtime thriller (one of our writers legitimately calls the night he watched that game on television the night 
he decided where he was going to school), only to take down the Pack again eight days later in the WAC Tour-
nament by the same score.

Feb. 28, 2009 - Stavon Williams. Threes. Lots of noise. You know this one. And if you don’t. Check YouTube and 
you’ll find yourself hazy-eyed. 

Feb. 2, 2011 - The ever famous “Blue glove game.” Tai Wesley and crew build to a dominant 16th Spectrum 
victory in a row, leading ESPN to calling The Spectrum “the smartest crowd in the nation.

Nov. 26, 2011 - Thanks to a Kyle Gallagher and Bobby Wagner-led defense, trick bobble-catch touchdown to 
Robert Turbin, introduction of the famous “four finger huddle,” and an Adam Kennedy 12-yard game-clinching 
draw play to give USU their first bowl game birth in over a decade and a half. 

We’ll stop here, but the list goes on. There is something about a group of student athletes flying in from Reno 
that builds a foundation of history for us, and tonight can be no different. One of the biggest consistencies in 
all of our Nevada-deflating memories was a mass of students who bought in and gave it everything they could. 
And we can get there. There have been flashes all season, but the room flies off starting now. Starting tonight we 
commit to a month of Spectrum Magic. Come together, believe in each other, believe in the team, give Stew the 
send off he deserves. Raise those fingers in the air and lets make the history Cache Valley knows how to make.

One month.
If you’re in, we’re in.

Utah State vs. Nevada (reno)
Feb. 10, 2015

(7-15)

The Hit List
# Name Pos Ht Yr
1 Marqueze Coleman G 6’3 JR
2 Tyron Criswell G 6’4 JR
3 AJ West C 6’9 JR
4 Chris Brown C 6’11 JR
5 Kaileb Rodriguez F 6’9 SO
10	 Stelios	Papafloratos	 G	 6’4	 FR
11 Patrick Conroy G 6’2 SO
12 Elijah Foster F 6’7 FR
15 D.J. Fenner G 6’6 SO
20 Robyn Missa F 6’9 FR
21 Eric Cooper Jr. G 6’4 FR
23 Michael Perez G 6’3 SR
33 Ronnie Stevens Jr. F 6’8 SR
34 Lucas Stivrins F 6’11 JR

Head Coach: David Carter

The Aggies handled the Wolfpack in Reno earlier 
this season. While their record may not show it, this 
Nevada squad has tons of potential and athleticism.

Nevada is recovering after losing one of their all-
time greatest players in Deonte Burton. This team is 
still finding their identity but could be a surprise.

Luckily we’re at home. We don’t lose at home. Not 
with you, the fans, pushing the team. 

Bring the energy. This is Nevada.
OUR PREDICTION: The Aggies will Light The A 

Blue. USU wins 61-49.

Want to be part of The Bangarang?

“THE BANT” (Bangarang All-Name Team)

We Need You:

The Boo Box - Our gift to you. Use it. 

The Bangarang is an independent and satirical publication run and paid for by students of Utah State University. For the sake of parody, satire, and laughter, the writings in this newsletter 
may not be entirely factual, and in some cases blatantly untrue. This publication is not associated with or authorized by Intercollegiate Athletics, Utah State University, the Mountain West 
Conference, or the NCAA. The thoughts expressed in this publication do not reflect those of the entities aforementioned. All logos and trademarks in this newsletter are the property of their 
respective owner(s). If for any reason you are offended by what we write, please lighten up and realize that it is ok to laugh at, heckle, and emotionally psych out our competition through the 
same creative means that have been used for years. If lightening up is too much to ask, then please simply don’t read what we publish. Please send comments, complaints, suggestions, or offers 

for lucrative and very easy employment opportunities to USUbangarang@gmail.com. 

In All Honesty: A game preview

The Unofficial Gameday Newsletter of the Spectrum

Top 3 YikYaks at Nevada
1. You know it’s a Monday when you put your 
acne cream on your toothbrush thinking it was 
toothpaste…
2. So over school. How do I join the illuminati?
3. 90s baby with no baby


